
Dear friend,

Earlier this month, U.S. District Court Judge Ann D. Montgomery upheld a jury’s November 2009 decision in
favor of VantageScore Solutions in all remaining claims made by FICO, representing another legal victory in
FICO’s 2006 lawsuit.

The judge’s actions affirm VantageScore’s ability to use its 501-990 credit score range and this latest
development is a victory not only for us, but for consumers and lenders too, who benefit from having more
choice in the credit scoring marketplace.

Since the suit was filed, we have aggressively fought FICO’s claims because we believe VantageScore is
about opportunity and expanding access to credit for many consumers who are either underbanked or deemed
“unscoreable” using other credit scoring models.

You can read more about the recent ruling in the NewsBlast article below.

In other encouraging news, I recently read that U.S. consumer spending rose by 3.6 percent in the first quarter
of 2010, lifting GDP to 3.2 percent and offering some evidence the U.S. economy is on the mend. Despite this
positive development and as we move toward full economic recovery, there remains a need for prudent risk
management.

As conditions improve, opportunities will emerge, which is why lenders and other financial professionals will be
interested in our latest white paper “Finding Creditworthy Consumers in a Changing Economic Climate.” That’s
also the topic for the next installment of our Webinar series, “Finding Lending Opportunities in the World of
Risk” coming up next month.

VantageScore Solutions’ research finds opportunity in the midst of general credit deterioration. For example,
the study found more than 60 million consumers who demonstrate improving or stable credit quality behaviors.
More than seven million of these are traditionally unscoreable with standard score algorithms.

The VantageScore scoring model was designed to score an expansive population, meaning lenders can help
more creditworthy borrowers and millions of additional Americans can be accurately scored.

You can read more about our research and our related June 10, 2010 Webinar in the accompanying article,
which includes separate links for registration and to the full version of the white paper.

Sincerely,

Barrett Burns
President & CEO

NewsBlast
May 25, 2010
VantageScore.com

http://www.vantagescore.com/


U.S. District Court Judge Upholds Rulings against FICO,
Denies Fair Isaac Motion for New Trial
Orders Cancellation of Trademark on FICO 300-850 Score Range

In another legal victory for VantageScore Solutions, LLC, U.S. District Court Judge Ann D. Montgomery on May
10th denied Fair Isaac Corporation’s (FICO) request for a new trial and ordered the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office (PTO) to cancel Fair Isaac’s “300-850” trademark. However, the judge stayed the cancellation of the
trademark pending Fair Isaac’s appeal.

Following the March 2006 launch of the VantageScore credit scoring model jointly developed by Experian,
Equifax and TransUnion, FICO filed suit in October 2006, claiming among other things that the three credit
reporting companies, along with VantageScore Solutions, LLC, were engaging in unfair and anticompetitive
practices that would harm FICO. In July 2009, Judge Montgomery dismissed those claims on summary
judgment. In November 2009, a federal jury found in favor of VantageScore on the remaining trademark
claims.

“The court’s decision confirms our longstanding position that all of FICO’s claims are meritless,” said
VantageScore Solutions President and Chief Executive Officer Barrett Burns. “Their arguments have failed to
convince a federal jury and judge. At every step, VantageScore has prevailed against Fair Isaac’s claims.
Should FICO appeal, we remain confident we will prevail there too.”

The jury verdict stands as a result of Judge Montgomery’s ruling, upholding the decision in favor of
VantageScore Solutions in all remaining claims made by FICO, affirming VantageScore’s ability to use its
501-990 credit score range, according to VantageScore Solutions officials.

Also substantiated was the jury’s finding that FICO made false representations during their PTO application
process for registration of their marks that include “300-850”.

In her decision, Judge Montgomery addressed the jury’s finding regarding FICO’s claim to “300-850” stating,
“Indeed, the jury’s verdict was a wholesale, unambiguous rejection of Fair Isaac’s central theory of the case –
i.e., that one can legitimately claim trademark protection in the numerical range for credit scores.”

VantageScore Solutions Latest White Paper identifies
opportunities in the midst of the credit deterioration
A new VantageScore Solutions' white paper, “Finding Creditworthy Consumers in a Changing Economic
Climate,” finds there are more than 60 million creditworthy borrowers in the U.S., seven million of whom cannot
be identified using standard scoring methods.

As the U.S. recession winds down, VantageScore Solutions’ newest research discusses how credit scoring
remains an obvious and primary gauge of prospective borrower performance but that heightened risk
management strategies call for a more in-depth analysis of prospective borrowers.

The full white paper can be found at: http://www.vantagescore.com/research/creditworthyconsumers/



VantageScore Solutions President and Chief Executive Officer Barrett Burns said the new research provides
insight to lenders looking for creditworthy consumers while seeking to avoid those whose credit quality could
continue to slip.

The recent analysis, conducted on a sample reflecting the entire U.S. adult population, also reveals a method
for identifying consumers whose credit profile can be considered “stable”, “improving” or “deteriorating” in the
next 12 months.

“With the deterioration in credit quality slowing down and many experts optimistic about the U.S. rebounding
from the recession, this is an opportune time for lenders to turn their attention to selective growth strategies,”
Burns said.

“Did You Know?” Many Parents Lack Credit Scoring Literacy
Few Surveyed Able to Identify Actions that Damage Credit Scores

A recent Harris Poll conducted for ING Direct USA showed many American parents lack a basic understanding
of credit scoring. The poll found that only five (less than one-half of 1 percent) out of more than 1,000 surveyed
could identify the 10 major actions that affect a credit score.

Additionally, the survey found widespread misunderstanding about which actions can negatively impact a credit
score, including that 56 percent of parents believed bouncing a check or paying a fee for insufficient funds
would reduce a credit score.

A consumer's credit score is derived from a mathematical formula that evaluates a multitude of credit-related
characteristics. The VantageScore scale is a three-digit numerical value that ranges between 501 and 990.
Consumers with a higher VantageScore represent a lower likelihood of risk to lenders.

Among these characteristics that make up a consumer’s VantageScore are:

• Payment history - 32%
• Utilization - 23%
• Balances - 15%
• Depth of credit - 23%
• Recent credit - 10%
• Available credit - 7%
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Improving a credit score can be achieved over time by regularly practicing these sound financial management
techniques:

• Paying bills on time
• Applying for credit only when it's needed and not opening new accounts frequently or opening multiple

accounts within a short time span
• Keeping outstanding balances low - a good rule of thumb is not to exceed 30 percent of available credit

limit with each account
• Paying any delinquent accounts as soon as possible and then keeping them current

Conversely, failing to do these things will harm your credit score. While 85 percent of parents surveyed knew
missing payments would reduce a credit score, only 18 percent were aware that lowering a credit limit would
have a negative effect. These results show that more education is needed about what a credit score is and
what it is designed to do.

More information can be found at: http://www.vantagescore.com/faqs/consumer/

Register Now for June 10 Webinar on Consumer Risk

Session Will Examine Credit Scoring and Identifying Quality Consumers

Registration is now open for the next VantageScore Solutions Webinar ,“Finding Lending Opportunities in the
World of Risk,” which will provide insights on finding the right credit quality consumers in a recovering
economy.

The June 10 event is targeted to credit risk officers, managers, analysts and other policy decision makers and
influencers at financial institutionsand other lending businesses.

VantageScore Solutions Senior Vice President, Analytics and Product Management, Sarah Davies will review
current economic trends and topics such as bankcard credit line decreases, consumer response to credit limit
reduction strategies and the impact on consumer credit scores from events including loan modification, short
sale and foreclosure.

For more information or to register for the June 10 Webinar, go to:
http://register.sourcemediaconferences.com/click/clickReg.cfm?URLID=5878

http://register.sourcemediaconferences.com/click/clickReg.cfm?URLID=5878


VantageScore Solutions’ to Speak at RMA Retail Risk
Conference

June 16 Presentation Focuses on Loan Modifications and Credit Score Impact

Risk Management Association’s Retail Risk Conference will be held June 16-18 in Chicago. The event will
bring together industry experts, including Mark Zandi, chief economist and cofounder of Moody's
Economy.com, and Kenneth J. Phelan, chief risk officer of Fannie Mae, to address timely topics and industry
challenges.

VantageScore will present “Credit Scoring and Mortgage Modifications: What Lenders Need to Know” at 3:30
p.m. on June 16. The session is designed to provide insight into the impact of various mortgage restructuring
programs on consumers' credit scores, including the government sponsored modification programs, short
sales, foreclosures, and bankruptcy.

The presentation will review a variety of restructuring scenarios and showcase the range of score changes
based on the financial magnitude of the restructured events. Additionally, the session will demonstrate how a
consumer may rehabilitate a credit score to gain access to reasonably priced credit.

More information on the RMA Retail Risk Conference can be found below in the “2010 Conference and Event
Schedule” section.

VantageScore Solutions 2010 Conference and Event Schedule

Risk Management Association 2010 Retail Risk Conference
June 16-18
InterContinental Chicago
http://www.rmahq.org/RMA/EventInfoandRegistration/RegisterforandFindE
vent/default?EID=500201C&CID=RRMCCONF

National Association of Federal Credit Unions (NAFCU) Annual Conference & Exhibition
July 20-24
Navy Pier Chicago
http://www.nafcu5annual.org/?utm_source=Google&utm_medium=Adwords&utm_campaign=AC10&utm_term
=ad+%233&gclid=CNyAufXQwKECFRlN5Qod0Uvfg

http://www.rmahq.org/RMA/EventInfoandRegistration/RegisterforandFindEvent/default?EID=500201C&CID=RRMCCONF
http://www.nafcu-annual.org/?utm_source=Google&utm_medium=Adwords&utm_campaign=AC10&utm_term=ad+%233&gclid=CNyAufXQwKECFRlN5Qod0Uvf-g
http://www.vantagescore.com/
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